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THE THREE VISITORS

by  Yehuda Kle in

This week was the holy Reb Yissochor Dov, the 3rd Belzer Rebbes yarzheit. His
grandfather used to tell the holy Rebbe of Kominka the reason behind a trip that Reb
Meilech made to see Reb Shmelke of Nikolsberg. Once the three Avos, Avraham, Yitzchok
and Yaakov visited Reb Meilech. He asked them how this coming year would fare. They
answered him that all the prayers of the past had been accepted for good, more than in
previous years. The next year they came again, but this time they said the opposite: none
of the prayers where able to ascend properly. If not for the four pillars of the world, the
world would not have been able to continue existing. When Reb Meilech asked them to
reveal the identity of these four pillars, they told him one of these four was Reb Shmelke of
Nikolsberg. Reb Meilech then traveled to Nikolsberg to see the Rebbe. When he arrived at
Reb Shmelke’s door unannounced, Reb Shmelke ran toward Reb Meilech and said to him,
who are the other three!?
(Ohel Elimelech 9)

FISCHER'S IN PRINT SINCE 

ONE DAY OR DAY ONE.

FROM THE

HIGH SCHOOL

HALLWAYS
Interview with student Avraham
Fischer (junior)
FW: Hey Avraham! Describe the
high school using a food.
AF: Sam's.
FW: Interesting choice. Why?
AF: Because I said so (high school
dab)
FW: Gotcha. What's been your
highlight this past week?
AF: The ravens getting that win
(high school dab)
FW: Wow thanks for coming
Avraham!

IN THE

CORNER 
With Rabbi Frydman

MAZEL TOV ON TUVIA SIMPSER & YAAKOV WEISS ON JOINING THE COVENANT!

Automobile No. 4
by Shaya Tabak

How many Fischer's
boys does it take to
change a lightbulb?
None! It never goes
out!

Also 8 eggs per guy,
please

Our deepest condolences to Aron Futerman on the loss of his father.
Wishing him and his family only Simchas. We love you Aron!



By Alex The Anonymous Author
Pictured above is the rav himself (with hat) with alumni Shlomo Simpser
 (Far left)And Yosef “ The Bal Shem Tov” Weiss. Along with the newest 
members of Fishers Kindergarten 

 I had the honor of visiting Rabbi Fishers KinderGarden with my
 son Zisseleh who is 3 years old. Right of the bat we where warmly 
greeted by Rabbi Tzvi Sklar. After a couple of discussions on how my 
Zisseleh has to start taking his life seriously and start to think about 
marriage, we quickly realized we where in the wrong Yeshivah. So I asked
 a rabbi there, Reb Simchah Rabba, what path I should take to get to the 
kindergarten and he replied with excitement, “Don’t follow someone else’s path, create your own path!!!” So
Zisseleh and I quickly got out of there and I had to “dig deep” into my emotions to find the place. We entered the
Gan and sat down with Rabbi Fischer and asked what this place is about. “Fischers KinderGarden is probably the
greatest choice for your son”, he said. “We have great food, סופ זמן, and authentic sustainable happiness let alone
emotional health comes from a lack of” “RABBI!!!” Zisseleh  interrupted. “I’m hooked please tell me more”. “In this
yeshivah,” Rebbi continued, “ there are no years we range from ages 1 thru 22. You look at a guy like Nosson
Moerman..Yeah Nosson.” I turn around and The Great Nosson Moerman ran in & hi-fived the Rabbi and ran out. “
Rabbi what’s the mehalech in the KinderGarden” I asked. “ In my bais medrash yeshivah I like to tell the guys to
smash their rearview mirrors. Here in Gan I tell the kids to create your rear view mirrors. Go out do your thing.”
It’s been 3 months now since Zisseleh has been in the KinderGarden. And now I’m seriously considering sending
him to the Old City.

TO BE IN THE ROOM 

WHERE IT HAPPENED

Danny's 400 day celebration was quite an experience. Seeing Danny up there,
400 days strong, was very inspiring, and the speeches were amazing. I was
really inspired to hear a bit about where Danny came from, because I only met
him this year and I didn't really appreciate his sobriety before I heard where he
came from. I gained a lot because seeing someone who was involved with drugs
and went clean really shows me that I'm capable of doing it as well. I think the
party helped a lot of the boys realize it's doable, and not impossible. I also loved
the fact that our Yeshiva had a celebration for him and it's not a taboo topic.
The fact that all the boys showed up is also amazing, because it shows that we
value the real things here and celebrate the things that need to be celebrated.                                                                                
 Congratulations Danny!

FISCHER'S IN PRINT SINCE 

ONE DAY OR DAY ONE.

Shoutout  to  E l iezer  for  tota l ly  hooking  up  Yi tzchak
with  Rivka !

FUEL FOR THE

HEART

It was not a mistake
It could have been on purpose
This does not take away from the reality
Are you here or are you there?
Do I have this, do I have that?
What can you wait for?
It sounds like you've already began.
Where do those fantastic moments propel us
Will I let that desire slip
Can I keep that mindset
How do I keep that mindset
Has my mind even been set?
Maybe I will keep that precious moment for a
lonely night.
I have put things off
We have put "things" off
When will I turn it on
Maybe I have already
However inexplicable
My level of recognition is regarding the heat
of the oven
When will you turn up the heat?

MAZEL TOV ON RABBI NIEHAUS ON HIS SON'S BAR MITZVAH &
YAAKOV DEUSTCH ROCKING THE AMUD SUNDAY NIGHT!

FISCHER'S KINDERGARTEN

By Akiva
Koltai



FIC
Fischer's In Color
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